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Growing Households and Guardian Work Hours: The
Financial Effects of Having Another Child

Saul Bezner

University of Massachusetts Amherst

Abstract
Children depend on guardians for a wide range of needs, such as nourishment,

clothing, housing, and guidance. But how can guardians predict the financial

effects of having one more child? This question stems from several topics,

concerning income and work hours in the United States. Using data from the

2018 Current Population Survey, this paper analyzes trends in guardian work

hours during an average year and presents some implications for policy during

the COVID-19 Pandemic.
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Introduction

According to a report by the National Center for Children in Poverty, low-income families

make below twice the Federal Poverty Level, or “$47,248 for a family of four with two children"

in 2013 (Jiang et al. 2013). For a low-income family, having a child without an increase in

wages leaves the guardian two choices: they may work additional hours or stay home to raise

the child and budget their funds. Neither choice is simple, and both have barriers.

In their 2016 study, “Motherhood and the Wages of Women in Professional

Occupations,” authors Claudia Buchmann and Anne McDaniel analyzed different wage gaps in

the job market. The study primarily focused on the gap between men and women, but also

tested for the effects of a woman’s marital status and number of children. Specifying the number

of children in categories ranging from 0 to 3 or more, they found “…in medicine, STEM, and law,

mothers earn more than nonmothers, regardless of number of children.” Women were

considered “similar” across these fields and, on average, paid more than childless women. The

authors noted a gap between women in male-dominated and female- dominated fields where

women in female-dominated fields saw an adverse effect: as the number of children increased,

they experienced lower wages (Buchmann and McDaniel, 2016). These women are generally

expected to stay home and take care of new children, but several factors determine whether a

person can stop working.

The 2006 report, “Children in Low-Income Families,” found a “…dramatic increase in

work among single-parent families (from 56.6 to 61.3 percent).” This increase in single-parent

households supports a positive correlation between single-parent status and number of work

hours needed to provide for children. Furthermore, the authors noted: “Only 29 percent of

Americans worked a standard work week, defined as 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.” Combined, these pieces

of information show there is a strong variation in work hours for single-parent families. The

report also stated that fathers who worked weekends spent an hour more at work per week than

fathers who didn’t, reflecting a financial need to work additional hours (Beadle et al. 2006).

The COVID-19 Pandemic presents added complications. In February 2020, the US

Employment- Population Ratio was 61.1%. By April, this percentage had fallen to 51.3%, a

rapid decline of 9.8% (Federal Reserve Economic Data, 2021). A large share of unemployed

workers came from jobs in accommodation and food services, which saw massive layoffs

(Fronstin and Woodbury, 2020). In recent months, the Employment-Population Ratio has risen

to 57.4%. However, for these industries that require in-person work, returning poses a severe

tradeoff of income versus exposure to disease. In an attempt to aid millions of Americans,
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Congress passed the CARES Act and the COVID-related Tax Relief Act, providing a first

economic impact payment of $1,200 ($2,400 for joint returns) plus $500 per child, and then a

second payment of $600 ($1,200) plus $600 per child (Recovery Rebate Credit, 2021). While

this legislation was a start, many Americans continue to face financial pressures due to health

risks associated with work or unemployment during the pandemic. This paper will attempt to

answer the question, “Does having children increase a guardian’s work hours?” To do this, I will

use data from the 2018 Current Population Survey and run a series of regressions, analyzing

control variables for race, sex, income level, and relationship status. In the Model section, I will

elaborate on each regression model, explaining each variable and why excluding them would

lead to omitted variable bias. In the Data section, I will explain how the CPS gathered data, as

well as interpret tables and graphs that are related to the analysis of the research question. In

the Results section, I will interpret regression results and how each variable relates to changes

in usual hours worked per week. Once I have made the necessary interpretations, I will finish by

discussing the implications of the results, variations in the data, and suggestions for policy

makers.

Model

For the core regression model, I will use the natural log of usual hours worked per week

last year (ln_uhrsworkly) as my dependent variable, and the number of children in the

household (nchild) as my independent variable. I am using the natural log of usual hours

worked per week last year because uhrsworkly is a continuous variable and nchild is a discrete

finite variable. This will allow me to create a logarithmic-linear model where a one-unit change

in nchild is associated with a 100*B1% change in uhrsworkly. When adding control variables in

successive regressions, I will be able to interpret one-unit increases in nchild as percentage

changes in uhrsworkly.

In the second regression, I will generate a control variable for sex (female) that assigns

0 to males and 1 to females. I believe excluding this variable would result in omitted variable

bias because mothers tend to receive custody of children, therefore female status may be

correlated with the number of children in a household. Female status may also be a determinant

of ln_uhrsworkly since women tend to receive lower wages than men in similar fields and may

need to work more hours to meet financial  needs. I predict female status will correspond to a

positive percentage increase in usual hours worked per week.

I will then generate a control variable for race (nonwhite) that will assign 0 to white

individuals and 1 to non-white individuals in the data set. Like female, excluding nonwhite would
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likely result in omitted variable bias since workers of color face discrimination in the job market

and receive lower wages than white peers. Non-white status may also be correlated with nchild

because lower wages reduces a person’s ability to afford healthcare and, therefore, may

influence the number of healthy children a person can have. I predict non-white status will

correspond to a positive percentage increase on usual hours worked per week.

Furthermore, I will generate a variable named lowincome that will assign 0 to

individuals living in households with total household incomes of more than $47,000 and fewer

than two children (hhincome > 47000, nchild < 2), and 1 to individuals with total household

incomes of no more than $47,000 and two or more children (hhincome ≤ 47000, nchild ≥ 2). I

base these criteria on the 2013 report by the National Center for Children in Poverty, which

calculates low-income thresholds by doubling Federal Poverty Level incomes. Actual

low-income thresholds vary from state-to-state, and the national average around the time of

the 2018 Current Population Survey was closer to $50,000, so $47,000 will serve as a low

estimate. I believe low-income must be included in successive regressions: if an individual is

low-income, they may need to work more hours per week. I predict low-income status will

correspond to a positive percentage increase on usual hours worked per week.

For my fifth and final regression, I will generate a control variable named single that will

assign a 0 to individuals living with a partner in their home, and a 1 to individuals living without a

partner. Excluding single status from the final regression would almost certainly cause omitted

variable bias. A single person living in a household that increases by one child would likely need

to work more, or stay home and budget their funds. Since earning income is limited to one

person, their number of work hours affects total household income. I predict single status will

correspond to a positive percentage increase on usual hours worked per week.

After assessing the statistical significance of the focus independent variable and four

control variables, I will analyze the final regression for its predicted effect of nchild on

ln_uhrsworkly. Given the variables discussed, the final regression will be:

ln_uhrsworkly = β0 + β1*nchild + β2*female + β3*nonwhite + β4*lowincome + β5*single + ε
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Data

The data used in this paper comes from the 2018 Current Population Survey (CPS), a

government survey administered by the Census Bureau to gather statistics on employment in

the United States. The survey is conducted monthly and interviews 54,000 households based

on residency to represent the country and individual states. Households are interviewed once

per month for four consecutive months, and then again for the same time period, one year

later. Unlike other labor surveys, which aggregate or average hours for an industry, the CPS is

the only source of data for distribution of workers by the number of hours worked, making it

particularly useful for the purposes of this paper.

Table 1 shows summary statistics for the variables uhrsworkly, nchild, female,

nonwhite, lowincome, and single. Each variable has values for mean, standard deviation,

minimum, median, and maximum. I have also included Table 2, which shows Usual Hours

Worked per Week (last year) by percentile because, together, these tables present useful

information about the data.

In Table 1, we see the mean for uhrsworkly is 38.75 hours per week. In Table 2, we see

38 hours per week at the 25th percentile, and 40 hours per week at the 50th and 75th

percentiles. If an individual’s usual work hours were to increase from 38 to 40, they would be

leaping from the 25th percentile to the 50th, making two hours a sizable increase for uhrsworkly.

Interestingly, the mean for nchild is only 0.606 when the minimum is 0 and the

maximum is 9. This indicates many respondents did not have children present in their home at

the time of the survey. The standard deviation (1.051) shows there is some variation in the set

of values, but, in general, respondents tended to have a low number of children in their homes.

Similarly, Graph 1 shows the majority of households surveyed have between 0 and 2 children,

and numbers decline quickly after 3 children.

Interpreting the summary statistics of the dummy variables in Table 1 will be relatively

straightforward. Since these variables are binary, and values range from 0 to 1, their means tell

us the percentage of individuals who responded 1. For example, the mean for female is 0.515,

meaning roughly 51.5% of individuals in the data set responded 1, or female. Therefore, it

makes sense that the standard deviation on female is 0.500 since there is even variation in the

set of values between male and female. The mean on nonwhite is 0.233, meaning only 23.3%

of respondents were non-white individuals.

Although this number is small, the standard deviation (0.423) is interesting: since many

ethnicities were captured by the variable nonwhite, there is considerable variation in the

category of race. The lowincome variable has a mean of 0.042, so only 4.2% of individuals in
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the data set are considered low-income by the criteria discussed in the Model section. The

single variable has a mean of 0.606, therefore roughly 60.6% of respondents lived without a

partner in their home when surveyed. Like nonwhite, single captures many responses, such as

never married, divorced, separated, so the standard deviation, 0.489, may reflect variation in

responses.

Graph 1 shows a scatter plot of Number of Own Children in Household vs. Usual

Hours Worked per Week (last year) with a line of best fit. From this, we can see a slight

positive correlation between uhrsworkly and nchild, suggesting that as number of children

increases, so do hours worked. But, if we look at the plotted values, we see that number of

hours worked steadily decreases beyond 3 children. Graph 2 shows the same data with a

quadratic fit. Here, we see hours worked increases between 0 and 3 children, peeks at 3, and

then decreases with additional children.

Results

Table 3 shows the combined regression results from every model. Table 4 shows just

the regression results for the fifth model with higher decimal accuracy and visible t-statistics.

In Table 3, we see every variable was statistically significant for every model: each regressor

had an absolute value t-statistic greater than 1.96, and a p-value equal to 0.

As mentioned, since these regressions are logarithmic-linear models, we associate

one-unit changes in each regressor with 100*B% changes in usual hours worked per week.

For example, the coefficient on nchild is 0.0346992, so we interpret a 3.47% increase in

uhrsworkly for every one-child increase. Since the coefficient on female is -0.1461341, we

interpret a 14.6% decrease in uhrsworkly when an individual is a woman. This may reflect

antiquated gender roles. Depending on their industry of work, some mothers are expected to

stay home and raise children. Therefore, a decrease in uhrsworkly is not entirely surprising. As

mentioned in earlier sections, women and people of color face discrimination in the job market,

so it is not surprising that nonwhite has a positive coefficient. With a coefficient of 0.0338289,

we interpret a 3.38% increase in uhrsworkly when an individual is non-white. The negative

coefficient on lowincome (-0.09023) may reinforce a theory made earlier about the difficulties

of affording healthcare. Similarly, since low-income guardians do not have the funds to pay for

daycare, they may have to forego work outside of the home in order to raise new children.

Similar to lowincome, single status has a negative effect on uhrsworkly because a single

guardian may not have anyone to watch their child if they go to work. In this situation, single
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has a coefficient of -0.0724312, meaning a single person is predicted to work -7.24% hours per

week.

There is one key statistical issue with this regression: the adjusted R2 is very low. In

Table 3, we notice adjusted R2 increases with each successive regression model. In model 1,

adjusted R2 equaled 0.0109; in model 2, it was 0.0407; in model 3, it was 0.0412; in model it

was 4, 0.0441; and in model 5, it was 0.0497. Clearly, the regression in model 5 fits the data

better than the four previous models, but 0.0497 is still very low on a scale from 0 to 1. This is

because the data is not best represented by a line. Linear regressions attempt to minimize the

distance between a line and the data points. But, as we see in Graph 1, the data points for

usual hours worked per week vary greatly. A polynomial regression may better model trends in

the data; as we saw in Graph 2, uhrsworkly increases until a maximum number of children and

then decreases. However, observations for uhrsworkly still vary greatly, so adjusted R2 would

still be low. Nevertheless, the model 5 regression is valuable; it reaffirms a slight positive

correlation between nchild and uhrsworkly, which is useful when making predictions.

Discussion

Holding control variables constant, the effect of having an additional child increases a

guardian’s number of usual hours worked per week by 3.47%. For perspective, Table 2 shows

38 usual hours per week at the 25th percentile. So, an individual who usually works 38 hours per

week, and then has a child, is predicted to work 38*1.0347 hours per week, which is equivalent

to 39.32 hours (39 hours, 19 minutes). Note, respondents at the 50th and 75th percentile reported

working 40 hours per week. Although 39 hours and 19 minutes is not equal to 40 hours, these

numbers are close. Thus, this difference of 1 hour and 19 minutes is sizable when we think of

the individual who moved from the 25th percentile to the 75th.

The results of these regressions are reasonable. In Graphs 1 and 2, there is large

variation in usual hours worked per week. Several other control variables could have been

analyzed to understand trends in work hours. For example, I did not control for the respondents’

fields of work; there would be significant variation in numbers of hours between a surgeon and

a teacher. I could have also generated a dummy variable for geographic region because costs

of living vary across states. Taking these omitted variables into consideration, one would still

expect a positive correlation between the number of children in a household and the number of

usual hours worked per week. Since children require a range of resources, it is reasonable to

predict guardians working increased hours to meet new costs. In the future, I would look more

closely at the interaction between female and low-income status.
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Although controlling for sex, race, income level, and relationship status is good for

making broad predictions about the effects of children on work hours, it would be more

meaningful to understand how different populations are affected by the same changes. An

interaction term, say female_lowincome, would be useful for analyzing the difference between

women who are above and below the low-income threshold, and then comparing this to the

difference between men who are above and below low-income. These findings would provide a

more nuanced understanding of the effects of having children across groups.

The results of this paper support implications for new policy. Although I did find a positive

trend between the number of children in a household and the usual number of hours worked per

week, there remain questions of which individuals are most affected by these results. In future

studies, if an interaction term were analyzed, policy makers could discern which populations are

most affected. However, the positive increase in work hours does show that raising children

requires time and funds across populations. As the COVID-19 Pandemic progresses into 2021,

policy makers must continue to consider how legislation affects household incomes, especially

under heightened financial pressures. To foster healthy living and recovery, legislators must

recognize the importance of fiscal stimulus during a unique health crisis.
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Table 1. Summary Statistics

Mean Std.
Dev.

Min Median Max

uhrsworkly 38.754 11.747 1 40.000 99
nchild 0.606 1.051 0 0.000 9
female 0.515 0.500 0 1.000 1
nonwhite 0.233 0.423 0 0.000 1
lowincome 0.042 0.200 0 0.000 1
single 0.606 0.489 0 1.000 1
Observations 180084
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Table 2. Usual Hours Worked per Week

Graph 1. Number of Own Children in Household vs. Usual Hours Worked per Week
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Graph 2. Number of Own Children in Household vs. Usual Hours Worked per Week

Table 3. Regression Results: Natural log of Usual Hours Worked Per Week on Independent
Variables

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES Model 1 Model

2
Model

3
Model 4 Model 5

nchild 0.04*** 0.04*** 0.04*** 0.05*** 0.03***
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

female -0.15**
*

-0.15**
*

-0.15*** -0.15***

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
nonwhite 0.02*** 0.03*** 0.03***

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
lowincome -0.11*** -0.09***

(0.01) (0.01)
single -0.07***

(0.00)
Constant 3.55*** 3.62*** 3.62*** 3.62*** 3.65***

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Observations 89,812 89,812 89,812 89,812 89,812
R-squared 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05
Adjusted R-squared 0.0109 0.0407 0.0412 0.0441 0.0497

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 4. Regression Results: Natural log of Usual Hours Worked Per Week on Independent
Variables
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Air Pollution in Delhi: Filling the Policy Gaps
Arpan Chatterji

University of Massachusetts Amherst

Abstract

Delhi, a Union Territory that is home to India’s capital, New Delhi, has one of the world’s most

toxic air. The sheer magnitude of air pollution is massive, causing devastating impacts on

people’s health, and the city’s environmental and economic well-being. Despite overwhelming

evidence of the severity of air pollution and its negative consequences, however, India’s policy

measures remain weak. This paper identifies the most crucial gaps in policies and outlines a

framework for creating more focused targets that will improve air quality in Delhi.
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Introduction
Twenty-one of the world's 30 cities with the worst levels of air pollution are in India, according to

data compiled in IQAir AirVisual's 2019 World Air Quality Report; six Indian cities are in the top

ten.1 Indeed, air pollution is pervasive in many parts of India, causing massive public health and

environmental crises. The economic cost of fossil fuel air pollution alone, is estimated at INR

10,700 billion, or 5.4 percent of the country’s annual GDP. An estimated one million deaths each

year, and 980,000 pre-term births, are attributed to air pollution from fossil fuel in India.2

Among all the cities in India, some of the worst levels of air pollution are seen in its capital

territory, Delhi. The impacts are devastating, including in the degree of particulate matter

concentrations in the air (environmental), reduction in life expectancy (health), and high costs

that the state is incurring to resolve the crisis (economic). The main sources of air pollution in

Delhi include vehicle exhaust, heavy industry including power generation, small-scale industries

like brick kilns, suspended dust on the roads due to vehicle movement and construction activities,

open waste burning, combustion of fuels for cooking, lighting, and heating, and in-situ power

generation via diesel generator sets.3 Compounding the problem are seasonal influences from

dust storms, forest fires, and open field fires during harvest season. Extreme air pollution from

these sources affects millions of people in densely populated regions who are exposed to thick,

toxic smog for weeks.4

As the state government starts organising more policy measures to combat this

recurring problem, this paper seeks to provide an analysis of the situation in Delhi to explain

how air pollution impacts public health and the economy, and what the government has done so

far to mitigate this problem. The paper analyses the Union government’s flagship programme,

the National Clean Air Program (NCAP), as well as the initiatives taken by the Delhi

government, to combat air pollution.

Air Pollution Trends
India has been particularly vulnerable to air pollution over the last two decades, owing to population

growth, increasing numbers of vehicles, use of fuels, inefficient transportation systems, poor land

use patterns, industrialisation, and ineffective environmental regulations.5 Among Indian cities, the

capital, New Delhi, is one of the worst-affected. New Delhi has the highest ambient particulate

matter pollution exposure in the country. As of 2019, the average annual PM 2.5 concentration

across India was 58.1 micrograms per cubic meter. Delhi’s average PM 2.5 concentration for the
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year 2019 was 98.6 micrograms per cubic meter. The startling aspect of that statistic is that the

recorded level is not just the highest for any capital city in India, but highest for any capital city in

the world.6

Figure 1. Satellite Image showing Haze across Delhi in November 2019

In 2019, NASA Earth-observing satellites began to detect significant numbers of fires in
mid-October. By the end of the month, large numbers of fires were detected across much of the
state of Punjab, as well as parts of northeastern Pakistan. The Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on NASA’s Aqua satellite captured this natural-color image on the
afternoon of November 4, 2019, when a plume of smoke that had been emitted a few days earlier
was sweeping through Delhi. The haze had pushed levels of fine particulate matter (PM2.5) to
hazardous levels in Delhi.7
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After Delhi went into lockdown in the wake of the pandemic, the pollution levels decreased

drastically, and the air quality index returned to the ‘satisfactory’ level.8 Before this, Delhi’s air was

cleanest on 29 September 2019, when the AQI measured 60, which is ‘satisfactory’. As shown on

the Real-Time Air Quality Index, in Delhi, particulate matter (PM2.5) dropped from 165µg/m3 on

21 March 2020, a level considered unhealthy to everyone, to 64µg/m3 on 29 March 2020,

‘moderate’ or ‘acceptable’.9 This is a sharp drop in air pollution for Delhi which usually records

‘poor’ to ‘severe’ levels of air quality with the AQI ranging between 100 to 300 and even higher in

colder months.10

Table 1: Levels of PM10 and Air Quality Index during and after Lockdown

Phase of Lockdown PM10 levels and AQI

First Three Phases (March-May 2020) The first three phases of the national

lockdown, which started on March 25, led to

large declines in air pollution in Delhi. In April

2020, the concentration of PM 10 fell to 71.7

μg/m3, less than half the concentration

observed during the same month over the

previous three years11.
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Fourth Phase (May-October 2020) The concentration of PM 10 rose to 96.4

μg/m3 during the fourth phase of the

lockdown, which expanded exemptions and

permitted interstate movement starting

May18.12 But, shortly after lockdown

restrictions were eased after May 18, a spike

was recorded, and records indicated that

Delhi’s pollution patterns started climbing

again.13 Delhi’s air pollution levels increased

by 43 percent in comparison to its best levels

of air quality during the lockdown. 14

Post-Lockdown (October 2020 onwards) To make matters worse, air quality in the

Indian capital plummeted to an eight-month

low on October 17, 2020.15 The air quality

index (AQI) crossed 350 at various places,

hovering between “very poor” and “severe”

since then.16

The city experienced relatively cleaner air during the COVID-19 lockdown as industrial

activity came to a halt. However, a drop in temperatures, coupled with the resumption of

industrial operations and stubble burning by farmers after the harvest season, have raised

pollution levels back up to dangerous levels. As Delhi has reopened, vehicles are back on the

road, construction is restarting, and factories are reopening—air pollution, which had fallen to

half the usual levels at this time of the year, is again rising17.
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Fig 2. Change in NAQI in the NCT Delhi (3 March to 14 April 2020)

Air Quality in Delhi: Key Factors
The most crucial reasons for the alarming numbers in Delhi’s air pollution include the city’s

landlocked geographical location, crop burning in neighbouring states (Punjab, Haryana and

Rajasthan), vehicular emissions, industrial pollution, and large-scale construction activities.
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Figure 3: Climatic Conditions, Sources of Air Pollution, and Air Quality Index (AQI) in NCR Cities
(June 2017 to May 2018)19

Crop Burning
The national capital territory of Delhi is landlocked between the states of Haryana, Rajasthan

and Uttar Pradesh, and the Himalayas in the north. Much of the air pollution in Delhi is blamed

on crop-burning—especially in the states of Punjab and Haryana, where rice and wheat are

widely grown. Burning typically peaks during the first week of November, a time when many

farmers set fire to leftover rice stalks and straw after harvest, a practice known as stubble or

paddy burning, a cost-effective measure for clearing out fields.20 As the new harvest season

starts, paddy is burnt on a large scale, resulting in a dense layer of smog over the Northern

Plains, including Delhi NCR. Farmers in the states of Haryana, Punjab, Rajasthan and Uttar

Pradesh grow rice on 10.5 million hectares (26 million acres), producing about 48 million

tonnes of straw a year of which about 39 million tonnes are burnt.21 The problem has become

more acute due to various reasons including types of seeds used and government policies that

encourage late harvesting to save groundwater.22 The burning often coincides with falling

temperatures and slow wind speeds, meteorological conditions that can lead to temperature

inversions, which trap smoke in place.23 There is also a mistaken belief among farmers in

neighbouring states that burning the stubble will take the nutrients back to the soil.

Industrial Pollution
Delhi has the highest cluster of small-scale industries in India. Assessments made by the

Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) show that the national capital is home to and

surrounded by highly polluted industrial clusters that do not meet limits on air, water or soil

emissions. The Najafgarh drain basin in Delhi, for example—which includes the Anand Parbat,

Naraina, Okhla and Wazirpur industrial areas—is the second most polluted cluster in India: its

air and water are in the “critical” category in toxic content, and its soil, “severe”.24 With as many

as 3,182 industries located across the Delhi-National Capital Region (NCR), industrial pollution

adds about 18.6 percent to the poor air quality. Emissions in the order of 200-1000 tonnes/year

is found over industrial zones next to the most used arteries of roads.25 Compounding the

situation is the federal government’s inefficient carbon tax policy. Since carbon tax is levied

exclusively on coal, major industries have switched to cheaper fossil fuel-based alternatives to

avoid such levy.26

To the relief of the capital territory, the Supreme Court in 2017 banned the use of cheaper

alternatives in the NCR, including petroleum cokea and furnace oil; the tribunal suggested that
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similar steps be taken in other States.27 However, these same fuels continue to be used in

neighbouring states, and their emissions contribute to Delhi’s Air Quality Index.28,b

Vehicular Emissions
The transport sector is the main source of PM2.5 emissions in Delhi (28 percent of all PM2.5

emissions). Vehicular contribution makes up and 80 percent of nitrogen oxides and carbon

monoxide in Delhi’s air.29 Data on vehicular pollution in Delhi shows the following: trucks and

tractors generate 9 percent of emissions; 7 percent from two-wheelers; 5 percent from three-

wheelers; 3 percent each from cars and buses; and 1 percent from light commercial vehicles. In

all, these vehicles are responsible for 41 percent of the total pollution load in Delhi.30

Indeed, the number of vehicles in Delhi was 10.9 million in March 2018, including over 7

million two-wheelers. While the annual growth rate of vehicles dropped from 8.13 percent in

2005-06 to 5.81 percent in 2017-18, the number of vehicles per thousand population increased

from 317 to 598 during the period31. The total number of motor vehicles plying the roads of the

national capital territory was 10.986 million as of 31 March 2018.32

Emissions from four-wheelers registered in other states also contribute to the overall

emissions from cars in Delhi.33 In 2018, cars from outside Delhi contributed to nearly 25-45

percent of overall emissions from four-wheelers.34

Construction

Construction sites generate high levels of pollutants that can travel long distances over time;

this is true for Delhi NCR.35 The outskirts of NCT have roughly 360 brick kilns, mostly in the

Jhajjar, Faridabad and Ghaziabad regions, whose peak business months are from December

to June. Their emissions rise during the winter months, because in summer and spring, the

winds are relatively faster, and gases do not stay suspended in one place.36 Fine dust from

construction activities is a significant contributor to the poisonous mixture referred to as

‘smog’. According to Delhi Pollution Control Committee (DPCC) officials, 30 percent of air

pollution in the territory is caused by dust from construction sites.37 The government and local

a Or petcoke, which is solid-carbon, coal-like material that results from oil refining.
Cheaper fuels release significantly higher quantities of greenhouse gas emissions than
coal and pose greater risks to health and environment.
b The critically polluted towns in Delhi’s neighbouring states, namely Uttar Pradesh, Haryana,
and Rajasthan, are Mathura, Kanpur, Moradabad, Varanasi and Bulandshahr, Agra, Firozabad
and Ghaziabad in Uttar Pradesh, Gurgaon in Haryana and Bhiwadi in Rajasthan. They
continue to rely on cheaper and highly polluting fuels, and have inadequate air monitoring.
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municipal corporations have not adequately ensured compliance of the construction industry

with environmental regulations such as covering up debris and waste management.

Compounding the problem is that infrastructure projects do not bother to publish timelines,

rendering their construction teams without accountability.

Figure 4. Sector-Wise Contribution to PM 2.5

m

Source: CEEW analysis, 201938
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Figure 5: Sector-Wise Contribution to PM 10

Source: CEEW Analysis, 2019

Table 2. Summary of variation in the emissions inventory for PM10 and PM2.5 in five key
sectors

Sector Variation

PM 2.5(%) PM 10(%)

Transport 5.5-19.0 17.9-39.2

Industries 1.3-18.3 2.3-28.9

Power Plants 2.5-17.0 3.1-11.0

Road Dust 35.6-65.9 18.1-37.8

Construction 3.6-21.0 2.2-8.4

Source: CEEW Analysis, 2019
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Table 3. Sources of Air Pollution

POLLUTANT SOURCE CONDITIONS
Particulate matter Traffic Summer and winter

Forest fires

Wood smoke

Infiltrates indoors

Ultrafine particulate matter
(< 0.1 μm in diameter)

Diesel traffic Close to busy roads

Ozone Secondary to aero-chemical reaction to
nitrogen oxides and volatile organic
compounds

Summer
afternoons; heat
and sunshine

Nitrogen dioxide Traffic Close to busy roads

Carbon monoxide Traffic Close to busy roads

Sulfur dioxide Industrial plants—combustion and
refining of coal, oil, and metal-
containing ores

Close to industrial
sources

Gasoline, although sulfur content has
recently been reduced

Impacts of Poor Air Quality

The Global Burden of Disease Report ranks outdoor air pollution as the fifth leading cause of

death in India in 2017. From a demographic perspective, high Particulate Matter (PM)

concentration is responsible for reducing life expectancy by 3.2 years for 660 million Indians living

in urban agglomerations.40 In 2017, India had 18 percent of the global population but a share of 26

percent of global disability affected life years (DALY) attributable to air pollution.41,c

c DALYs refers to the sum of years of potential life lost due to premature mortality and the years
of productive life lost due to disability. Firstly, the burden of disease is calculated by first
combining information on the increased (or relative) risk of a disease resulting from exposure,
with information on how widespread the exposure is in the population (in this case, the annual
mean concentration of particulate matter to which the population is exposed). This allows
calculation of the 'population attributable fraction' (PAF), which is the fraction of disease seen in
a given population that can be attributed to the exposure, in this case the annual mean
concentration of particulate matter. Applying this fraction to the total burden of disease (e.g.
cardiopulmonary disease expressed as deaths or DALYs), gives the total number of deaths or
DALYs that results from ambient air pollution.
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As of 2016, India had 1887.6 DALYs per 100,000 individuals from ambient air pollution,

as compared to 1088.62 in China and 419.59 in the US. Of the total 480·7 million (441·7–526·3)

DALYs in India in 2017, 38·7 million (34·5–42·4) or 8·1% (7·1–9·0) were attributable to air

pollution. In Delhi, total DALYs due to particulate matter concentration increased from

339296.03 to 750320.60 from average year 1995 to 201542. The estimated economic cost of PM

10 pollution for Delhi, at a constant, 2005 price, increased from USD 2.714. billion to 6.394

billion from 1995 to 2015.43

Furthermore, Delhi residents could see 9.4 years added to their life expectancy if pollution

were reduced to meet guidelines set by the World Health Organization (WHO).44 This potential

increase in life years would have been highest in north India that has a high dual burden of ambient

particulate matter and household air pollution.

Health
Fine particles (PM2.5) pose the greatest health risk, as they are minuscule and can get deep into a

person’s lungs and bloodstream.45 Exposure to fine particles can affect lung function and worsen

medical conditions such as asthma and heart disease.46 Long-term exposure to fine particulate

matter has been linked with an increased rate of chronic bronchitis, reduced lung function, and

increased mortality from lung cancer and heart disease.47 The Centre for Chest Surgery & Lung

Transplantation at Sir Ganga Ram Hospital in Delhi has observed a disturbing trend of young,

non-smoking individuals getting diagnosed for lung cancer for those who were admitted to the

center. Indeed, the share of non-smokers with lung cancer has risen from just 10 percent in the

1980s to 50 percent in the last decade.48 PM10 are particularly dangerous because these are

particles in the air with a diameter of less than 10 micrometres, small enough to pass through the

throat and nose and enter the lungs.49 Inhalation of these particles can result in a number of health

issues, ranging from coughing and wheezing to asthma attacks and bronchitis, as well as

hypertension, heart diseases, strokes, and premature death

Economy

The economic cost of air pollution for India is extremely high. India spends around 1.28 percent

of the GDP on health, while air pollution from burning fossil fuels results in the loss of 5.4 percent

of the country’s India's GDP.51

A report by the Indian Institute of Technology in Bombay has found that air pollution cost

Delhi some US$10.66 billion in 2015 alone. Delhi reels from these economic costs as the territory

is an essential destination for product manufacturing and enterprises and is one of the most
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lucrative places for foreign direct investment (FDI).52,d According to ASSOCHAM, Delhi's poor air

quality could drive away top corporate heads and push work to other urban communities in India

or abroad. This translates to increased difficulty in sourcing top-level talent in the NCR, increased

costs for air purification systems and maintenance in office places and decreased workplace

efficiency during periods of acute pollution due to employee sickness and absences.53 For

example, exposure to pollution from fossil fuels leads to around 490 million days of work absence

due to illness.54

Environment
Air pollution, particularly sulphur and nitrogen emissions, as well as ground-level ozone—

affects the ability of natural ecosystems to function and grow. In turn, the negative

consequences on the environment affect human populations. For example, harmful

concentrations of pollutants can directly enter drinking water through groundwater seepage. Air

pollution also diminishes the ability of the ecosystem to capture carbon—which is a role that it

plays in climate change mitigation.55

Impact of Ozone
One of the biggest environmental concerns posed by air pollution is the emission of ozone gas.e

According to the air quality index (AQI), released everyday by the CPCB, ozone is emerging as a

dominant pollutant along with PM, especially in the Delhi and NCR regions.56 The non- government

Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) tracked the daily ozone data released by the CPCB for

Delhi and the National Capital Region (NCR) for the period April 1-June 15, 2019— when the

capital witnessed a searing heat wave, and found that average ozone levels exceeded the

prescribed standard of 16 percent of the days overall.f,57 While the eight-hour average standard for

ozone exposure is 100 micrograms per cubic metre (cu. m.), the highest concentration in Delhi in

2019 was 122 micrograms per cu. M. 58

d Delhi-NCR has a high number of global assignments, worldwide partnership workplaces, and fills
in as a set up IT- BPM center, an industry whose workforce puts a high premium on everyday
environments.
e Ozone gas occurs both on the ground level and Earth’s upper atmosphere (stratosphere). It
is a highly reactive gas that merits a short duration standard of only one hour to eight hours
average, as opposed to 24-hour average for other pollutants.
f In the same period in 2018, it was 5 percent of the days overall.
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Air pollution also results in acid rain and crop damage. The nitrogen oxide and sulfur oxides

released in the environment as a result of burning fossil fuel form acids. These acids fall on

Earth’s surface in either wet form (rain, snow, fog) or dry precipitation (gases and particulates).

Acid rain damages trees and makes water unsuitable for aquatic life, and harms wildlife, too.59

Ground-level ozone also affects the agricultural and forest yields, which further stuns the

growth and sustainability of tree seedlings.60

Table 4: Effects of Air Pollution on Health and Environment61

Table 4a. Revised Indian National Air Quality Standards (INAQS).

Pollutants Time weighted
average

Industrial, residential and
other area

Ecologically sensitive area
(notified by GoI)

Concentration of ambient air
PM10
(μg/m3)

24 h 100 100

PM2.5
(μg/m3)

24 h 60 60

SO2 (μg/m3) 24 h 80 80

Pollutants Time weighted
average

Industrial, residential and
other area

Ecologically sensitive area
(notified by GoI)

Concentration of ambient air
NO2 (μg/m3) 24 h 80 80
O3 (μg/m3) 8 h 100 100

CO (mg/m3)
8 h 02 02
1 h 04 04

NH3 (μg/m3) 24 h 400 400

Source: CPCB (2015)
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Table 4b. National AQI classes, range, health impacts and health breakpoints for the seven
pollutants (scale: 0–500).

AQI class
(Range) Health impact

PM10
24 h

(μg/m3)

PM2.5
24 h

(μg/m3)

SO2
24 h

(μg/m3)

NO2
24 h

(μg/m3)

O3
8 h

(μg/m3)

CO
8 h

(mg/m3)

NH3
24 h

(μg/m3)
Concentration range

Good (0–50) Minimal impact 0–50 0–30 0–40 0–40 0–50 0–1 0–200

Satisfactory
(51–100)

Minor breathing
discomfort to
sensitive people

51–100 31–60 41–80 41–80 51–100 1.1–2 201–
400

Moderately
polluted
(101–200)

Breathing
discomfort to the
people with lung
disease

101–
250

61–90 81–380 81–180 101–
168

2.1–10 401–
800

Poor (201–
300)

Breathing
discomfort to
people on
prolonged
exposure

251–
350 91–120

381–
800

181–
280

169–
208 10–17

801–
1200

Very poor
(301–400)

Respiratory
illness to the
people on
prolonged
exposure

351–
430

121–
250

801–
1600

281–
400

209–
748* 17–34

1201–
1800

Severe (401–
500)

Respiratory
illness to the
people on
prolonged
exposure

>430 >250 >1600 >400 >748 >34 >1800

Source: CPCB (2015)
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Table 4c. Mean concentrations and variation of criterion pollutants during 2nd March to 21st
March (before the lockdown) and 25th March to 14th April (during the lockdown) in NCT
Delhi, India.

Pollutants

Type of station

Before lockdown During lockdown Overall
variation

NCT
Delhi
avg.

Industrial
locations
avg.

Transport
locations
avg.

Residential
and other
locations
avg.

NCT
Delhi
avg.

Industrial
locations
avg.

Transp
-ort
locatio
-ns
avg.

Reside-
ntial
and
other
locatio-
ns avg.

Net %

PM10 176.0 190.74 195.77 160.48 84.79 91.25 90.11 76.48 −91.2 −51.85

PM2.5 80.51 88.05 94.83 72.67 37.75 39.67 44.23 31.09 −42.7 −53.11

SO2 16.08 15.48 14.56 14.17 13.19 14.07 12.53 11.20 −2.89 −17.97

NO2 42.59 34.81 47.35 48.75 20.16 18.80 23.38 18.79 −22.4 −52.68

CO 1.03 1.33 1.13 1.01 0.72 1.04 0.71 0.64 −0.31 −30.35

O3 34.05 26.37 35.07 37.36 34.32 31.00 38.87 37.97 0.27 0.78

NH3 33.93 38.43 38.02 30.66 29.75 35.84 33.06 25.97 −4.18 −12.33

NAQI 185.9 196.38 215.29 174.78 72.64 92.45 87.29 79.8 −113 −60.95

Source: CPCB (2015)
Anti-Pollution Policy Measures: An Evaluation

Graded Response Action Plan (GRAP)
The Supreme Court in 2017 mandated the CPCB to come up with an emergency, comprehensive

action plan, which was mapped out and submitted to it in December 2016. After proper analysis

and deliberation, it was accepted, thus introducing the Graded Response Action Plan to the city

of Delhi and the National Capital Region. The programme is referred to as a ‘graded’ plan, as it

functions according to stages. There are specific actions to be taken for certain pollution

concentration levels, which can bring about a gradual form of pollution control.62
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There are various specified limits in the plan, dealing with air pollution levels or, in

particular, the PM concentration. At any point in time, if the authorities determine that the

concentration has reached or exceeded a certain level, proper actions to control the pollution

from the source, which is specific to that level, will be taken immediately.g

So far, the steps taken by the authorities under the GRAP have not only been merely

piecemeal; they are also largely delayed. The GRAP has not been implemented holistically in all

parts of NCR. Moreover, the aspects of GRAP that were done came too late, when the pollution

had already peaked.63

Table 5: Impact of Actions under GRAP based on Air Quality

Air Quality Index Policy and Regulatory

Actions

Inadequacies

Poor (a) ban on use of diesel

generators sets

(a) ban on use of diesel

generators sets was

(b) parking fees were to

be enhanced

(c) ) increase in

frequency of bus and

metro services

affected only in Delhi

but not in other NCR

towns

(b) parking fees were to

be enhanced but not

done due to non-

finalisation of base

charges

(c) increase in

frequency of bus and

metro services was

insufficient

g For instance, if PM reaches 100 micrograms per cubic meter, actions that have been identified

for that level will begin, such as mechanised cleaning of roads and sprinkling of water.
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Severe (a) blanket ban on hot-

mix plants

(b) ban on

coal-based power

plants

(a) blanket ban on hot-

mix plants came into

effect late on

November 2, 2019

(b) ) ban on coal-based

power plants not

implemented in other

towns of NCR —

Delhi’s Badarpur

power plant alone

was shut towards end

of October 2019

Emergency a) entry of trucks into

Delhi (except those

carrying essential

commodities) to be

banned

b) blanket ban on

construction activities

came into effect

c) odd-even

scheme

implementation

(a) entry of trucks into

Delhi (except

those carrying

essential

commodities) should
have been banned, but
it was not implemented

(b) blanket ban on

construction activities

came into effect only

on November 5

(c) odd-even scheme

implemented only in

Delhi (not entire

NCR) and that too

with many

exemptions — for
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example, not

enforced on about 70

lakh two-wheelers

that account for two-

thirds of the transport

pollution produced
Source: ‘Why air pollution in Delhi-NCR hasn’t been tackled effectively’64

According to a study by the Delhi Integrated Multi-modal Transit System (DIMTS), the

overall traffic on roads was only 2-percent less while the odd-even scheme was in place, and the

average peak hour speed of vehicles increased by only 5 percent.65

Suggestions are now being made that the air pollution problem should be tackled

throughout the year because even in the summer and rainy seasons pollution is in the ‘moderate’

category. The imperative is for innovative thinking so that the solutions that are created are more

holistic, long-term, and sustainable.

In early October this year, a Supreme Court-mandated body announced the implementation

of GRAP beginning 15 October 2020, as well as a ban on the use of diesel generators, except for

essential and emergency services in Delhi and the neighbouring cities of Ghaziabad, Noida,

Greater Noida, Faridabad and Gurgaon.66

National Clean Air Program
In January 2019, the government launched the National Clean Air Program (NCAP), a five-year

action plan to curb air pollution, build a pan-India air quality monitoring network, and improve

citizen awareness.67 The programme focuses on city-specific action plans that will be developed

for 102 cities in India that exceed national air quality safeguards. It aims to reduce PM2.5 levels

by 20-30 percent by 2024 (compared to 2017 levels).68 The NCAP underlines the need for close

collaboration and cross-sectoral coordination among central ministries, state governments, and

local bodies.69 The plan aligns with existing policies and programmes, including the National

Action Plan on Climate Change, initiatives on electric vehicles, and the Smart Cities Mission.70

The NCAP also provides specific interventions for key sectors that are known to contribute to air

pollution in many cities. These include re-suspended road dust control, construction and

demolition related dust, power sector and industrial emissions, transport sector emissions,

agricultural emissions, and emissions from unsustainable waste management practices. The

NCAP has been allocated a budget of INR 300 crore/USD 42.6 million for the first two years.71
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According to CarbonCopy’s NCAP dashboard (based on information obtained under the

Right to Information Act), the CPCB has disbursed INR 280 crores to 28 cities that have failed to

attain pollution limits, including Varanasi, Lucknow, Hyderabad, Mumbai, Kolkata and Bengaluru.

So far, the spending on NCAP has been limited to expansion of air quality monitoring,

source assessment studies, and dust-control measures. The latest Economic Survey conducted by

the Government of India has highlighted spending by the Union government to control agricultural

crop burning, as well as efforts in Delhi to recycle construction and demolition waste.73 Moreover,

there are significant questions that must be raised about this policy initiative. The absence of clarity

on funding provisions, non-legal binding and lack of legal framework might dilute the effectiveness

of the programme.

Odd-Even Scheme
The odd-even scheme is a traffic rationing measure begun by the Arvind Kejriwal-led Delhi

government, under which private vehicles with registration numbers ending with an odd digit are

allowed on roads on odd dates, and those with an even digit (0, 2, 4, 6, 8) can ply on even

dates.74 The rules will also apply to the vehicles with registration numbers obtained from other

states but using Delhi roads.

In its introductory phase (1 to 15 January 2016), the odd-even scheme succeeded in

curbing air pollution in Delhi.75 At the time, Delhi experienced the lowest pollution peaks

compared to previous high smog episodes in the winter season76. PM and nitrogen oxide load

from cars dropped by as much as 40 percent while the scheme was operational. However, the

second phase (15-30 April 2016) saw some counter-intuitive trends: air pollution levels dipped in

the first nine days, but then spiked beginning 22 April. The PM2.5 levels increased by 23 percent

and PM10 by 22 percent compared to the previous fortnight.77

According to air quality data for the second and third-round of the scheme (April 2016 and

November 2017) accessed from Berkeley Earth, air quality in Delhi, in fact, deteriorated during

the odd-even programme.78 For instance, the average concentration of PM2.5 in Delhi during the

second run of the drive from 1 to 15 April 2016 was 116 µg/m³ whereas it was 82 µg/m³ and 92

µg/m³ during the same period in 2017 and 2018, respectively when there was no special pollution

control plan. Similarly, during the third round (13 to 17 November 2017), average PM2.5 stood at

218 µg/m³; it was 171 µg/m³ in 2016 and 140 µg/m³ in 2018 without any traffic restrictions.79

In spite of these numbers, the odd-even scheme was again implemented from 4 to 15
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November 2019. An analysis of AQI statistics revealed that Delhi’s air quality did not improve

during odd-even days that year: the average AQI from 4 to 15 November was 362, whereas in

2018, the average AQI for the same period in absence of odd-even was 33580. In other words,

Delhi’s air quality was 8 percent worse in odd-even days compared to the previous year.81

For a city like Delhi which faces such a massive air pollution problem, the odd-even scheme

is merely a stop-gap solution. Even then, the compliance from citizens poses a hurdle towards

meeting the objectives. Instead of these temporary solutions, more permanent structures are

required with a strong institutional setup.

Recommendations

Policy Initiatives
Control of ambient particulate matter pollution requires action in several sectors and the linkage

of these actions for greatest impact. Various studies have estimated the contribution of different

sources to PM pollution in Delhi, which can be useful in informing the efforts that are needed to

address these sources.82 Several government initiatives have been launched in the past few

years to reduce air pollution.

Table 6: Policy Measures Undertaken by Union Ministries

Ministry Initiative

Ministry of Power a reduction in PM emissions by coal power

plants, and in energy consumption by energy-

intensive industries

Ministry of Environment setting emission standards for the brick
manufacturing industry and facilitating
management of agricultural residues to reduce
stubble burning

Ministry of Road Transport and Highways

Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas

stricter vehicle emissions regulation and

upgrading of vehicles to more fuel-efficient

standards

Ministry of Urban Development enhancing availability of public transport

To deal with the problem of hazardous air quality, the AAP government in 2015
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announced a series of steps towards improving the urban transport system. With vehicular

pollution being the major issue in Delhi, up to 30 percent of particulate pollution, the government

proposed to run more buses, restrict movement of trucks in the city, and introduce cleaner fuels

for all vehicles.83 With around 5,000 buses against the requirement of 15,000, the AAP

government announced to acquire as many as 5,000 new buses and allow private operators to

run 800 cluster buses to improve public transport.84 State-specific policies such as use of

compressed natural gas by commercial vehicles in Delhi, subsidies for alternative technologies

to compost agricultural waste instead of burning it in Punjab, and mandatory use of fly ash bricks

in the construction industry within 100 km from coal or lignite thermal plants in Maharashtra could

be expanded to other states to efficiently control PM emissions.85

Another initiative is the Clean Air for Delhi Campaign launched in early 2018. It

subsequently led to the launch of the National Clean Air Program that aims to sensitise the public

and enhance coordination between the implementing agencies for control of air pollution. Other

initiatives are encouraging, such as the Intended Nationally Determined Contributions aimed at

reducing particulate matter emission intensity by 33–35 percent by 2030, the promotion of

electric public transport fleets, and the upgrade of vehicles to Bharat Stage VI (which is

equivalent to Euro-VI standard) vehicle emission standards.

Capacity Building
Public and media discussions on air pollution largely focus on the high ambient PM levels in north

India in the winter season and the impacts on people’s health. Similar discussions are needed for

the longer-term adverse health effects of chronically high pollution levels throughout the year.86

More awareness needs to be created among policy makers and the general public about the

slow but substantial impact of ambient particulate matter and household air pollution.

Government initiatives to reduce solid fuel use for tackling household air pollution include

a scheme initiated by the prime minister in May 2016—the Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana, which

aims to provide clean and safe cooking fuel (liquefied petroleum gas) to 50 million low-income

households by March 2019.87 Liquefied petroleum gas meets the International Standards

Organization and WHO recommendations for indoor air quality and can potentially help in

achieving the WHO air quality standards within homes, but adoption and sustained use of clean

fuels by households will be needed. The original target of 50 million households was met in

August 2018, and the government has now increased the target to reach 80 million households
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through this scheme with a total budget of US$1·8 billion. It targeted the addition of 10,000

distributors, increasing access, and covering nearly all the upfront costs of switching for

low-income households.88

Another imperative is a viable public transport system strategy. While the Metro has

provided massive relief to Delhi’s commuters, it is not viable for all economic classes. Therefore,

Delhi needs an active bus service that runs on electricity.89 Regardless of the high initial cost, such

vehicles offer other advantages like low maintenance cost, longer service life and lower operational

costs per kilometre. More importantly, they reduce pollution levels.90

Electric mobility is a definitive way towards cleaner air, without compromising functionality.

Continuing with the ICE (internal combustion engine) vehicles in the same way as in the past would

make it difficult to see a satisfactory AQI in Delhi. A shift to electric mobility is long- overdue in

Delhi.91

Financing

The first year of NCAP (2019-20) was hobbled by its modest budget. In FY 2020, the newly-

allocated performance-based grants linked to air quality from the 15th Finance Commission

(FC) substantially increases the resources available to the large cities. On 1 February 2020,

Union finance minister Nirmala Sitharaman in her Budget speech announced ₹4,400 crores

($600 million) for clean air in cities with a population of more than one million.92 The fund was to

be made available by the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA) to 46 cities across

India. Soon after, the finance ministry published a document detailing the funds to be disbursed

to these cities, with separate fund allocations for the Swachh Bharat Mission and air pollution

mitigation.93

The Delhi government announced the much-awaited Delhi Electric Vehicle (EV) Policy on

7 August 2020. In order to address the high-upfront cost of EVs (ICE vehicles), the Delhi EV

Policy provides demand incentives for purchasing electric two-wheelers, cars, auto-rickshaws,

e- rickshaws, e-carts and goods carriers (L5N and N1 vehiclesh).94

h L5N vehicles refer to three-wheel motor vehicles with a maximum speed exceeding 25kmph and
motor power exceeding 0.25 kW. Their maximum weight is 1500 kilograms. N1 vehicles are light
goods vehicles (maximum weight up to 3,500kgs).
i A scrapping bonus is a part of a government budget programme to promote the replacement of
old vehicles with modern vehicles. In this scenario, people who own old vehicles are given a
bonus to scrap their old vehicles for newer, more efficient vehicles.
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The incentives—in the form of upfront purchase incentives, scrapping bonusi, and loan

interest waivers—help bring EVs to cost parity with their ICE counterparts. These incentives

provided by the Delhi EV Policy are in addition to those outlined in the Faster Adoption and

Manufacturing of Hybrid and Electric Vehicles (FAME II) scheme of the Union government. The

scheme has a budget of INR 8,500 crore ($1.15 billion) for demand incentives for EVs from

2019–20 to 2021–22).95 If the policy achieves its target of 25 percent registration of EVs in new

vehicle sales by 2024, approximately 500,000 EVs of various kinds will be operating in the city.96

This would translate to a reduction of 159 tonnes of PM 2.5 in Delhi and a reduction of 4.8

million tonnes of CO2 emissions, equivalent to avoiding CO2 emissions from nearly 100,000

petrol cars over their lifetime.97

Effective utilisation of these funds needs significantly greater efforts by state and municipal

governments to engage with civil society in prioritising actions. Further, the grants need to be

sustained over the 2021-26 period of the 15th FC and shift together with NCAP towards managing

air quality at the regional level.98 At the same time, investments in sustainable infrastructure, and

improvements in public services that will lead to cleaner air will need to be undertaken along with

developing the knowledge base on sources and air quality monitoring.99

Conclusion
The restrictions on non-essential movement in the first few months of the COVID-19 pandemic

led to a significant decline in air pollution levels across India. It helped achieve 95 percent of

National Clean Air Program targets for 2024 in just 74 days in Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and

Chennai,100 as emissions from the transport, construction and industrial sectors almost stopped

and those from power plants reduced significantly.101 Air pollution, however, is not a one-time,

short-term crisis; it is a recurring problem that requires long-term, holistic solutions. If the

lockdown showed anything, it is that air pollution levels can be brought down dramatically if

India focuses its energy towards a green recovery model that is less emissions-intensive.

In the post-COVID-19 era, the urgency of reviving the economy must not sideline the

implementation of NCAP. The key mitigation measures will reduce greenhouse gas emissions

and thereby provide opportunities for climate co-benefits. These include transitioning to cleaner

fuel for household use that would eradicate household emissions, switching to Bharat Stage VI

vehicles and fuels, strict compliance for industrial, power plant and brick kiln emissions, and a

sustained programme to stop open crop-waste burning. In the long term, CAP also needs to be
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scaled-up in a significant manner to ensure that rapid economic growth and meeting National

Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are aligned.102

While current ambient PM2.5 monitoring in Delhi reveals high levels in urban areas,

remote sensing, comprehensive air quality modeling, and emission inventories suggest

large-scale excess above the NAAQS, also in rural areas.103 It is important to coordinate

urban-rural and inter-state responses, as emissions from urban and rural regions compound

one another.104 While the measures that have been taken by the Union and state governments

have sought to address many of the key issues related to Delhi’s toxic air, the challenge is

complex and will require sustained, multi-sectoral approaches that will be implemented over

the long term.
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Lessons from Colombia on Inequality, Development, and
COVID-19 Management

Gabriel Davis-Hollander
University of Massachusetts Amherst

Abstract:
In recent decades, as Colombia has emerged from
political chaos and fiscal turmoil, it has experienced
rapid economic development. However, such development
has been accompanied by issues of economic inequality
which harm the very framework of society. In this brief
analysis, I elaborate on these changes and their causes,
and draw on similarities between Colombia and the United
States. Then, I propose a few lessons from Colombia that
the United States might learn from and consider going
forward in order to achieve similar growth and decrease its
trajectory towards impending economic inequality, taking
special regard for the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
on inequality and how the United States might improve
its response.
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In the middle and late nineties, Colombia, known for its rich coffee and vibrant culture, was

in peril. Amidst what would be known as an international drug war between two of the largest

cartels in world history, the Medellin and Cali cartels, the country faced domestic terroism, violence,

corruption, and extreme poverty. Yet, the role that the reign of drug cartels, and specifically the

notorious Pablo Esocbar, played in the Colombian economy is an interesting one. Though we

commonly regard Escobar as a heartless criminal, his efforts and dirty money were also devoted to

issues of poverty. He even sat as a congressman for a brief period in 1982, elected on the premise

of helping restore the impoverished communities in which he lived his own childhood. This story is

not a testament to Escobar’s good character, but rather the economic distress and inequality that

the country faced and continues to endure. If one of the most ruthless criminals of all time was the

only one caring for Colombia’s poor, surely the country was by no means thriving.

Such peril might be explained by a variety of factors, from the distribution of land and capital

to the corruption of government and a divided political agenda that incited riots and rebellion.

Presently, I will focus only on the distribution of land and capital. According to the Borgen Project, a

nonprofit that fights hunger and poverty worldwide, Colombia’s land consolidation can be traced as

far back as 1823 when it first sold its land to merchants to pay off national debts (Akbary 2020).

While such action was a plausible solution at the time, the effects have proven detrimental.

Following this land consolidation, which lasted until 1931 and has faced petition for change more

recently by organizations like Colombian Institute of Rural Development, land ownership in

Colombia has barely fluctuated. Though there has been some improvement, nearly 80 percent of

land in Colombia remains in the possession of 14 percent of land owners (Abdulla 2013). The

consolidation of capital is a necessary result of the consolidation of land, and thus it comes as no

surprise that like land, 39 percent of Colombia's capital is held by 10 percent of its population

(Akbary 2020).

Dramatic numerical measures such as these, in addition to the tale of Pablo Escobar, are a

reminder of the economic inequality faced throughout Colombia. With a Gini coefficient of 0.51 in

2019 (World Bank 2019), Colombia indeed faces a gross difference between the circumstances of

its rich and poor. However, Colombia is not only a cautionary tale but also an exemplary one. In

particular, though it continues to face gross inequality, Colombia has also exhibited remarkable

economic growth and development since its time of turmoil. Its path to growth has been strategic,

with specific focus on sectoral expansion. The Colombian government, instead of merely pumping

subsidies into the big players in the way often done in the United States, made the decision to

increase the competitiveness of specific sectors with high growth and yield potential (Cadena

2010). Similar to the way that Warren Buffet values stocks when he decides to buy in, the
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government’s investment process took into account sheer potential value rather than political

partnerships and bargaining power.

The key success here was that through public and private partnerships they were able to

engage eight specific industries in a way parallel to market investments made in the Nordic

socialist countries. The government was also sure that there were few barriers to entry and that it

allowed participation from other sectors, which increased price elasticity and productive efficiency.

Measures like these maintain the integrity of markets, and thus provide subsequent economic

growth. These sectoral changes resulted in high growth rates, averaging 4.6 percent from

2005-2009 and 3.3 percent in 2019 (World Bank 2019). This is the aspect of Colombia's economy

that should be regarded as exemplary, especially to a country like the United States. In comparison

to a growth rate of 2.2 percent in the United States in 2019 and growth rates in the negatives in the

same 2005-2009 span (World Bank 2019), it would seem that the United States was clearly getting

something wrong that Colombia was getting right. There are two key takeaways from Colombia that

might benefit the United States: high-value sectoral investment and the elimination of market

power.

Of course, when comparing the two countries, we must bear in mind that Colombia is a

developing country while the United States is a developed country, and that each faced different

economic struggles during these time periods, especially the crash of 2007-2008 in the United

States. However, this only furthers my assertion that the United States could learn from Colombia's

growth. It was low-value investment and market power, in addition to predatory lending, that

allowed a housing bubble to occur in 2007 and caused an economic crisis. The same can be said

for the United States’ continued practices of fruitless government spending on outdated sectors,

which inefficiently allocates resources without adequate yield. Putting an end to market power,

such as in the agricultural and healthcare sectors, could have a near immediate positive effect on

the United States economy. More elastic prices, too, could allow for more market participation,

increasing consumption and thus aggregate demand and economic growth. In addition,

discontinuing the practice of investing in dwindling sectors with low value would likely cause

significant increases in productive efficiency and allow reallocation of resources to sectors that are

creating new jobs rather than championing those that are becoming obsolete.

While Colombia’s economic development and growth serves as exemplary for the United

States, its inequality should come as cautionary. Despite significant advances in overall

development, Colombia's levels of inequality have changed very little over time. The perpetuation

of this inequality, stemming in part from the consolidation of land and capital in the past, may be a

result of a misinterpretation of the economy's needs (Solano-Flórez 2020). Corrective measures

and policy have been misguided, with the assumption that free-market idealization will solve the
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problem. Yet, free-market-based cuts on high sources of tax revenue, such as the lowering of

corporate taxes to a single 33 percent tax—two percent lower than the United States, which

charges additional taxes rather than a singular figure—has proved detrimental (Solano-Flórez

2020). Regressive tax policy, which Republican constituents in the United States seem eager to

achieve, have cost Colombia in the provision of housing, education, transportation, and credit

(Serrano 2018). Especially in a developing country such as Colombia, with 35.7 percent of its

population below the national poverty line in 2019 (World Bank 2021), government aid is critical,

and the price of its restriction is high.

While tax policy and fiscal exemptions of the sort are not solely to blame for Colombia’s

inequality, their short term impact on housing, education, transportation, and credit should be

instructive for the United States. With a Gini coefficient of 0.48 in 2019 (World Bank 2019), the

United States faces inequality nearly at the same level as Colombia, and without precautionary

measures, it may well become just as unequal in years to come. In light of this, the United States

would be wise to recognize the effect that tax regression has on inequality. Moreover, the provision

of services from government spending should be a major focus. Unlike Colombia, the United States

has the capital to make services like education, transportation, and housing more accessible, yet

has not been able to make this decision because there prevails a common belief in

self-preservation over community-restoration. Colombia’s inequality is most fundamentally

exacerbated by the lack of such provisions, and the parallels here between conditions in the United

States and those of Colombia should be cause for concern. How much longer will the United States

maintain the same practices until a third of its own population is living below the national poverty

line?

This issue of inequality, even in some of the most advanced countries like the United

States, has only become more relevant in recent months as the global pandemic has swept across

our world leaving a wake of economic hardship and a health crisis. The onset of the pandemic may

have been a temporary sigh of relief for students and skilled laborers able to work from the comfort

of their homes, but for those not blessed with such conditions, the shift was quite the opposite.

Many essential workers, who communities have relied upon during the pandemic, are not fortunate

to receive the benefits of remote work, and further, half of these workers are in the lowest-pay

bracket of the labor force (Kinder and Stateler 2021). They stand in the way of harm, yet reap little

reward. The most problematic aspect of their situation is, however, that these are the very people

who often (i) do not have sufficient health insurance coverage if any at all, and (ii) do not have

compensation coverage for many are members of the informal workforce (Food and Agriculture
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Organization 2020). This stands as a lesson for both the United States and Colombia: the

mitigation of inequality may begin with the provision of basic resources.

While the United States may never function in an economy where everyone is able to work

from home during a pandemic, the government has the ability to make significant changes to the

spectrum of inequality in such a time. The least the government can do to support its domestic

workers at the bottom is to keep them safe and covered, both financially and in terms of their

health. To do this, in the same way that Colombia served as an example on how to stimulate

development by making strategic investments and not throwing money at dwindling industries,

perhaps the United States should take similar measures in its own pandemic response. In the past,

the United States’ response to the pandemic was short sided: a set of checks, some loans, and

more checks including a few new groups of eligibility. This approach, much like the United States’

approach to sectoral stimulation, lacks adequate specificity and goals. It may be important to ask

what the government aims to achieve with such sporadic stimuli. If it is economic recovery and

development, perhaps a more sound alternative would once again be strategic investments in

provisions of resources like housing and healthcare, for if such needs were attended to, there might

be no need for frivolous checks that are just as easily spent on technological fads.

Though Colombia’s economy has made serious strides in development while

simultaneously failing many of its middle class and poor, its economy is neither a great success nor

a great failure. The account I have given of just some of its economic triumphs and shortcomings,

albeit brief, is particularly relevant to issues the United States faces. Colombia may point to

weaknesses in the American economy that could somewhat easily be fixed. At the crux of

Colombia’s upward battle following times of disorder and economic turmoil, there remains a

fundamental question: does the achievement of economic growth preclude economic equality? It

would seem at first glance that the Colombian economy has progressed overall as its inequality

has increased, and this would be true, but the actions that have created growth have been at least

fairly independent of those which have exacerbated inequality. Certainly, it is difficult to find balance

between the two, especially in a time in which work and health has been so dangerously

threatened by a pandemic. However, Colombia’s methods of economic development can serve as

a lesson for the United States’ economy broadly and at this specific moment in time to make

provisions of resources that close the gap. Changes to the dynamics of inequality in the United

States are not out of reach, but they may require shifts in ideology and expectations.
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An Analysis of the Federal Reserve's Role in Lowering the
Borrowing Rate After Financial Shocks: 2008 and 2020

Samuel Mayblyum
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Abstract:
In March 2020, the rise of a global pandemic sent
shockwaves throughout financial markets, and as the risk
premium increased, a liquidity crisis emerged.
Respondingly, the Federal Reserve (Fed), the nation’s
central bank, enacted measures to ensure market stability
and to provide ample liquidity. To illustrate the above points,
I use the money market model. In addition, I compare the
results of the Fed’s various actions using data from the
Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) of the St. Louis
Federal Reserve with their response to the bankruptcy of
Lehman Brothers and the ensuing crisis in September
2008. My findings conclude with monetary policy’s effect on
both the risk premium and the borrowing rate, and address
possible measures to mitigate the effects of future financial
shocks.
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Motivation
My aim in this paper is to identify the mechanisms by which the Federal Reserve can

successfully lower the borrowing rate amidst a financial shock. High borrowing rates reduce

overall investment as institutions have more difficulty accessing loans and credit. The Fed, the

lender of last resort, has a duty to provide liquidity to the economy in order to prevent such

economic disasters. In the past 15 years, there have been two major economic crises, the

Global Financial Crisis in 2008 and the Coronavirus Pandemic in 2020, both of which featured

significant shocks that raised the borrowing rate. My purpose is thus to assess and describe

the Fed’s actions and responses to such events. I conclude by offering potential theoretical

ideas to illustrate the mechanism and efficacy of these operations, as well as detailing

additional options for Fed policy going forward.

Theory

Consider an IS-LM Model:

𝐼𝑆:  𝑌 =  𝐶(𝑌 −  𝑇)  +  𝐼(𝑌 ,  𝑟 +  𝑥) +  𝐺

𝐿𝑀:  𝑟 =  𝑟

Suppose the risk premium, x, and thus the borrowing rate, defined by r + x, increases

from a major exogenous financial shock, and Y decreases:

Figure 1: ISLM Model
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Source: Blanchard, 2017: 122

Additionally, consider that a central bank aims to have the amount of money, ( ), be where𝑀

the supply of money, ( ), is equal to the demand for money, ( ).𝑀𝑠 𝑀𝑑

𝑀𝑠 = 𝑀

𝑀𝑠 = 𝑀𝑑

𝑀 =  $𝑌𝐿(𝑖)

To counteract this financial shock, a central bank must offset this change in the

borrowing rate through expansionary monetary policy aiming to reduce r + x . According to the

money market model, the lowering of r + x must occur by the expansion of s by the central𝑀

bank.

The Fed has several methods by which to achieve this goal. They can lower the

Federal Funds Rate (Fed Funds Rate), the rate at which banks lend to each other overnight,

by performing open market operations: the buying and selling of short-term government

debt.

Figure 2: Money Market Model
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Source: Blanchard, 2017: 73

When interest rates hit zero and the economy is in a liquidity trap (Blanchard, 80) with

more expansionary monetary policy needing to be implemented, the Fed can turn to an

unconventional method involving larger-scale asset purchases. One of these methods is known as

Quantitative Easing (QE), which seeks to decrease longer-term interest rates (Federal Reserve

Bank of St. Louis, 1). QE expands upon the purchasing of securities other than short-term

treasury bills, i.e. longer-dated government bonds and mortgage backed securities (MBS).

Figure 3: Money Market Model

Source: Blanchard, 2017: 80

Methodology

To analyze how the Fed was able to accomplish these targets, I look at a combination of

economic variables and indicators using data from the FRED.

The first set of data that I analyze is the borrowing rate, r + x, which is determined by the

supply and demand of the market. Specifically, I use the London Interbank Offering Rate (LIBOR)

and assess how it changes by evaluating its price throughout key dates near the financial shock. I

then introduce each successive relevant monetary policy operation and their dates to evaluate the

Fed’s actions and effects on LIBOR.

Furthermore, I utilize the TED spread, which is the difference in the interest rate between
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the 3-month LIBOR and a 3-month U.S. Government Treasury Bill. Thus, the TED spread is

the difference between the market interest rate and the risk-free rate, making it the risk

premium, x. To evaluate the TED spread, I assume that the narrower the spread is, the better

liquidity conditions are and the less systematic risk there is. Lastly, I analyze M2 and the Fed’s

balance sheet to determine whether these measures were achieved with M increasing, and by

how much.

In order to analyze the policies implemented by the Federal Reserve in 2020 and 2008 to

prevent rises in the borrowing rate, I observe the timeline of events following the significant

financial shocks of the period. The former, being the WHO declaring the Coronavirus a global

pandemic, and the latter, being the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers. Being the major turning

points for each respective crisis, they will be the emphases of this analysis. The red circles on

the graphs below indicate the key dates in the timeline for the actions that I am describing.

Analysis

2008:

On September 15, 2008, one of the world’s largest investment banks, Lehman Brothers,

announced bankruptcy and a financial storm arose. As a result, the risk premium, x,greatly

increased. This caused the borrowing rate to rise, which resulted in a tightening of credit and

a decrease in I. On this day, LIBOR stood at 2.82%, and the Fed Funds Rate at a target of

2%.

Figure 4: 3-Month LIBOR, September 2008

A day later, on September 16, 2008, the Fed decided to keep the Fed Funds Rate target

at 2%, and thus the borrowing rate kept increasing. The Fed did not lower rates to 1.5% until
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October 8, 2008. Shortly after, LIBOR reached its peak on October 10, 2008, at 4.82%. On

October 29, 2008, the Fed announced that it would further cut interest rates to 1%, and thus

LIBOR fell.

Figure 5: 3-Month LIBOR, September to November 2008

The final interest rate cut occured on December 16, 2008, when the Fed lowered the rate

to 0% and LIBOR fell to its lowest point.

Figure 6: 3 Month LIBOR, September to December 2008

Given this evidence, the lowering of the Fed Funds Rate resulted in a lowering of

LIBOR, the borrowing rate, and thus the Fed was successful in bringing down interest rates

using monetary policy. When the economy found itself in a liquidity trap, and rates couldn’t be

lowered further, the Fed decided to use larger-scale asset purchasing. The first round of QE

started in March 2009 (Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, 2). On March 18, 2009, the Fed

purchased $300 billion of government debt and committed themselves to increasing their

purchasing of agency debt (Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 7).
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Figure 7: 3 Month LIBOR, March 2009

Taking a look at the TED spread, which can be classified as the risk premium, x,

similar dates appear to be critical points. At these times, the lowering of the Fed Funds Rate

was associated with a decrease in the risk premium.

Figure 8: TED Spread

When observing the money stock against the Fed Funds Rate, one can see that

the increase in the money supply, starting on September 15, 2008, is associated with a

decrease in the Effective Fed Funds Rate.

Figure 9: Effective Federal Funds Rate and M2 Money Supply
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Another way to measure the money supply is the Fed’s balance sheet, which rose

significantly following the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers. On Wednesday, September 10, the

Fed’s balance sheet stood at $925,725,000,000 and reached a recession peak on December

17, 2008, at $2,254,983,000,000, showing a significant increase.

Figure 10: Total Assets

2020:

On March 11, 2020, the coronavirus crisis was declared a global pandemic by the WHO. The

risk premium, x ,increased as a result of subsequent lockdowns, moratoriums on travel, and

fears of a collapse in business activity and international trade.

Taking a look at LIBOR, as a result of the financial shock, the global event caused a

massive increase in the borrowing rate, which was .77% on March 11, 2020.

Figure 11: 3 Month LIBOR, March 2020
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In response to the increase, the Fed cut interest rates down to zero and launched

another round of QE on March 15, 2020 (Wade). However, this wasn’t enough stimulus to

lower the borrowing rate, as LIBOR continued to rise.

Figure 12: 3 Month LIBOR, March 2020

Thus, more action was needed in order to lower interest rates. On March 23rd, 2020, the

Fed announced that it would unprecedentedly expand its QE program significantly in order to

combat the virus’s impact on the economy (Wade). As a result, LIBOR peaked just a few days

later on March 27, 2020, at 1.45%.

Figure 13: 3 Month LIBOR, March 2020

This relationship can be seen better by the rise and fall of the risk premium. On March

11, 2020, the spread was at .36. It reached its peak on March 27, 2020, at 1.42, and continued

to fall shortly thereafter.
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Figure 14: TED SPREAD

The aggressive actions taken by the Federal Reserve can best be seen looking at money

supply growth. On Monday, March 9th, 2020, the percent change from a year ago was 7.3%.

By Monday, March 30th, 2020, the percent change had increased to 13.63%. On May 11, 2020,

the change in the money supply from a year prior had increased to 21.93%.

Figure 15: M2 Money Stock

Furthermore, the Fed’s balance sheet increased dramatically during this period. On

February 26, 2020, the Fed assets totaled $4,158,637,000,000. By March 25, 2020, the balance

sheet had grown to $5,254,278,000,000. On June 10, 2020, this total had further grown to

$7,168,936,000,000, marking a substantial gain.
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Figure 16: Total Assets

Conclusion

From the observations, it seems that there is a high association between an increase in the

money supply and the lowering of interest rates. In 2008, the sequence of cutting the Fed

Funds Rate, starting from 2% on September 15 and ending at 0% on December 16, is

correlated with drops in LIBOR. Additionally, once rates reached zero, a round of QE was

needed in order to further lower the borrowing rate.

In the Financial Crisis of 2008, the Fed needed far less unconventional monetary

stimulus in order to lower the borrowing rate. In 2020, the Fed cut the Federal Funds Rate to 1

- 1.25% on March 3, 2020, 8 days before the WHO’s declaration of the Coronavirus

pandemic. In comparison to September 15, 2008, where the Fed had targeted interest rates at

2%. As a result of the zero-lower bound, the Fed could use conventional expansionary

monetary policy more effectively in 2008 than 2020. Thus, and as shown previously, the Fed’s

cutting of interest rates had a greater effect on the borrowing rate in 2008 than it did in 2020.

On the other hand, in 2020, the Fed needed much more aggressive QE measures in

order to ease LIBOR and provide liquidity to banks. This is evidenced by the overwhelming

differences seen in and in the Fed’s balance𝑀𝑠 sheet. At its peak, the Fed’s balance sheet in

2008 grew by less than $2 trillion. In 2020, the Fed’s total assets had increased by over

$3 trillion and continue to climb . This suggests that with interest rates close to the

zero-lower bound, the Fed must use other methods to lower the borrowing rate.
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Amidst another crisis, the Fed may have to utilize negative nominal interest rates

in order to solve liquidity problems, something that both the European Central Bank

(ECB) and the Bank of Japan (BoJ) have already undergone (Reuters 2019). Although

unconventional, negative nominal interest rates are a feasible way of breaking the

zero-lower bound and the liquidity trap problem.

Figure 17: Total Assets and 3-Month Treasury Rate

Figure 18: IS-LM Model

Source: Blanchard, 2017: 123

The lowering of interest rates in 2008, and QE in 2020 by the Fed was associated with a
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decrease in the TED Spread or the risk premium, x. For the scenario in 2008, this suggests that

a cutting of the Fed Funds Rate, through open market operations, also reduces the risk

premium.

Thus, lowering interest rates not only aims to reduce the risk-free rate through the

purchasing of treasury securities, but also eases systematic risk, as the Fed provides liquidity in

these transactions and helps banks ease credit and lend money in financial shocks, making the

system less fragile.

In 2020, with rates being at the zero lower bound, suggesting the economy is in a

liquidity trap, the risk premium and the borrowing rate are identical, and thus the risk premium

is the market interest rate. As a result, when the risk-free rate is zero:

r + x = x

As can be seen, if LIBOR is compared directly to the TED spread in each respective

crisis, then a correlation between a rise and fall in the risk premium and the borrowing rate is

clear, both previously on September 15, 2008, and more recently on March 11, 2020.

Figures 19 and 20: TED Spread and 3-Month LIBOR
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This suggests that the central bank stimulus, in a liquidity trap, largely targets the risk

premium. In other words, the increase of s , when effective, leads to a lowering of x.𝑀

Figures 21 and 22: Total Assets and TED Spread

In a liquidity trap, a financial shock serves as an aggregate demand shock, where an

increase in M s not only helps stimulate output, but also brings on the arrival of liquidity to help
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ease credit. As a result, a further increase in M s, could lead to a decrease in interest rates,

even when the risk-free rate is near zero, which further explains why QE can be so effective.

Thus, fulfilling its role as a lender of last resort, a central bank can help ease financial panic

and further lower the risk premium and the borrowing rate through an increase in s. As a𝑀

result, it may be assumed that the risk premium, rather than simply the borrowing rate,  follows

the money market initially described.

Figure 23: Money Market Model

Source: Blanchard, 2017: 123

In today’s economy, given that the risk-free rate is near zero, the risk premium results in

being a strong indicator of recessions, as it largely determines the borrowing rate. Below is the

inverse of GDP growth versus the percent change in the TED spread from January 1, 2008, to

January 1, 2021.

Figure 24: Real GDP and Ted Spread
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In this case, a possible focus while the economy is still in a liquidity trap would be for

central banks to put more emphasis on the risk premium when attempting to ease liquidity

conditions and prevent financial crises. This particular emphasis on the risk premium may

further help the Fed lower borrowing rates when needed, which may in turn help reduce the

severity of future financial shocks.
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Pandemic Monetary Policy: The Federal Reserve's Effort to
Mitigate the Adverse Effects of COVID-19

William D. Wright
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Abstract
The Coronavirus pandemic started in 2020 and disrupted economies both large and small. The

pandemic created unique challenges for both the healthcare sector and economy. The Federal

Reserve is one of the most prominent government organizations used to provide stability within the

United States economy. While the Federal Reserve had previous experience with providing

stability, primarily through quantitative easing, the levels required in 2020 were unparalleled. The

Fed's monetary policy created greater liquidity in the financial markets. This was achieved by

pouring trillions of dollars into the economy along with lowering interest rates, thus increasing

lending possibilities. As millions of Americans were adversely affected by COVID-19, the Federal

Reserve's countercyclical policy actions leave questions about the overall effectiveness to serve

the greater population. The astronomical level of spending by the Fed raised questions about

inflation, government spending, restriction of credit, and the future of government stimulus efforts.
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Introduction

The Coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19) of 2020 created turmoil throughout the world. Countries of

all socioeconomic backgrounds suffered as a result of government shutdowns, income insecurity,

reduced consumer spending, overwhelming hospitalization rates, and high unemployment. The

United States saw historic levels of unemployment in April 2020, peaking at 14.7 percent (Falk et.

al, 2021). The labor market lost 9.37 million jobs, compared to 5.05 million in 2009 (Bird, 2020). As

of January 2021, the US experienced 21 million cases of COVID-19 and 360,000 deaths (United

States COVID-19 Stats, 2021).

Historically, during times of recession or crisis, the federal government relies on a set of

financial tools to stabilize the economy. One of the first institutions to respond is the Federal

Reserve, also known as the Fed, which has the power to employ monetary policy. This policy looks

to address different crises that are countercyclical, meaning they work to reverse the current

behavior in the financial markets. The request for the Fed to respond to the economic challenges of

COVID-19 was no surprise, but the amount of work required was unique. The Fed has historically

acted as an overarching institution whose goal is to help move the gears of the complex US

economy continually forward.

Federal Reserve Response to COVID-19
In the first quarter of 2020 as the pandemic began to spread exponentially, the Federal Reserve

took action, implementing historic monetary policy to reboot the troubled economy. During the past

year it purchased trillions of dollars in mortgage-backed securities and treasuries to increase

liquidity within the economy. This process is called quantitative easing (QE). QE helps provide

funds to commercial lending institutions in order to increase liquidity in the lending markets. The

greater ability for lending institutions to provide funds help to extend loans to businesses and

consumers.

In March of 2020, the Fed committed to purchasing $500 billion in treasury securities and

$200 billion in mortgage-backed securities (MBS). As the pandemic worsened and the economy

declined, the Fed bought $80 billion worth of treasuries per month (Statement Regarding Treasury

Securities, 2020). The Fed purchased $1.7 trillion worth of securities between March and June of

2020 (Ihrig et. al, 2020). Their balance sheet has taken on unprecedented levels of both treasuries

and mortgage-backed securities. While the Fed regularly purchases securities, the growth in 2020

alone has been astonishing (Ihrig, 2020). The Fed’s balance sheet has grown during the COVID-19

pandemic from roughly $4 trillion to over $7 trillion (Norrestad, 2020).
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Data gathered by the St. Louis Fed shows the surge in buying treasuries skyrocketed

during the COVID-19 economic crisis. This influx in cash being channeled into the economy

worked to increase liquidity on banks’ balance sheets by transferring some assets to the Fed. The

push to purchase mortgage and treasury securities coupled with low-interest rates, specifically the

30-year mortgage falling to 2.91%, has helped to stimulate the economy. This response by the Fed

promoted a greater market for loans and liquid financial markets.

As more cash began to fill banks' balance sheets, the next crucial step towards relief in the

lending market was to reduce interest rates. This, in theory, would have allowed for the greater

movement of money throughout the lending portion of the economy. However, when it came time to

cut rates, there was little room for movement as they were already quite low. At the end of 2019,

and before the current economic crisis, the federal funds rate was about 1.5% (Winck, 2020). The

Fed's current benchmark has now moved close to zero and is expected to remain low until 2024.

The lower interest rates within the market traditionally are supposed to help expand credit to

businesses and consumers. This action was designed to incentivize consumers and businesses to

take advantage of near-zero interest rates. Low rates would allow homeowners to refinance their

mortgages, or purchase a home, and business owners to expand (Maloney, 2020).

The QE policy in 2020 performed differently than in 2008, primarily because the crisis was

different. In the housing crisis of 2008, consumers could still pursue entrepreneurship, expand

businesses, and become homeowners. The lockdowns put in place in response to COVID-19

limited people from pursuing these opportunities. There was an increase in homeownership and

refinancing, but it was limited (Norrestad, 2020). QE did not solve the issue of delinquencies, which

increased in March 2020, as well as rising unemployment, and cash flow to low-income Americans

(The Early Effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Consumer Credit, 2020). It is most effective when

potential borrowers are willing to take on loans. Instead, businesses took out loans from the

government's aid package to help maintain payroll, essentially circumventing the benefits of QE.

The response by the Fed is more involved than just allowing the financial markets to have

more liquidity. The Fed relies on other government efforts to make QE effective, primarily from

support through Congressional legislation and the Treasury Department. The government passed

the CARES Act to help maintain financial stability in the economy. This legislation, containing fiscal

stimulus, was funded through $2 trillion in treasuries that the Treasury Department issued. The

Treasury funding was beneficial because it added safe collateral to the badly shaken credit

markets. However, the Fed was essentially hoarding all of this new collateral, as QE measures

steamrolled along to the tune of $80 billion a month (Kessler, 2021).
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The Fed's purchase of trillions in securities allowed the stock market to stabilize after losing

nearly 30%, or 8,000, points in the Dow Jones Industrial Average. The increase in liquidity helped

regain much of the lost gains made in the market and ultimately lead to record highs, specifically

with the Dow ending 2020 above 30,000 points (Li, 2020). While the stock market incurred

tremendous losses, those with investments regained much of their losses by the end of the year.

This did little for those on the lower rungs of the economic ladder, who are typically not invested in

the market. Congress did help those on unemployment, who may be less likely to take advantage

of lower interest loans, and households with more direct stimulus checks (Ip, 2020).

While the Fed and Congress acted swiftly and implemented policies that successfully

helped the overall economy, this does not mean that everyone benefited. Those who did not have

outstanding debt, ownership in equities or bonds, or took advantage of lower rates were not any

better off. Some people were able to save their unemployment checks, stimulus checks, or

decrease discretionary spending, which led to an increase in personal savings of 33.7% in April of

2020 compared to 7.5% in 2019 (Personal savings rate in the United States from June 2015 to

October 2020). However, these people received low returns on traditional savings (0.05%) and

money market accounts (0.50%).

QE increased the flow of more funds through the lending markets and allowed banks to

maintain the ability to lend. However, the efforts taken by the Fed can create adverse effects if not

examined for their short and long-term impacts. While the Fed increased banks’ ability to loan out

funds and reduced interest rates, QE has not helped a large majority of those affected by

COVID-19. Experts have long understood and warned that while QE can be helpful, it also primarily

benefits the ultrawealthy by buoying financial assets mostly owned by the upper class and can be

risky when over-utilized to solve economic problems.

Historical Relation with Past Financial Crises and COVID-19
A crucial aspect to understanding the significance of the Fed's action through QE in 2020, coupled

with low-interest rates, can be amplified by looking at past recessions. The more recent recessions

of the past have not been caused by a global health pandemic, but do shed light on the outcomes

of Fed policy. In the 2008 housing crisis, the Fed's QE policy predominantly increased the amount

of mortgage-backed securities on their balance sheet. The Fed also took on treasuries, in addition

to mortgage-backed securities, and other assets. At the time, this was to help alleviate the

tumultuous amount of defaults seen by the disintegrating housing market.

The balance sheet of the Fed increased substantially during the period of December 2008

to March 2010, including $175 billion in treasuries and $1.25 trillion in mortgage-backed securities.
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The QE operations performed similar to the operations in 2020, creating more liquidity within the

financial markets. These purchase operations from 2007-2017 increased the assets of the Fed

from $882 billion to $4.47 trillion (Williamson, 2017).

In the 2007-2009 financial crisis, the primary focus was on purchasing mortgage-backed

securities. The Fed originally committed in 2008 to buy $500 billion in mortgage-backed securities.

As conditions worsened in 2009, the Fed purchased an additional $750 billion. The Fed aimed to

increase credit within the mortgage market by offloading banks’ balance sheets that contained

MBS (Ashworth, 2020). While the purchase of these securities increased mortgage lending, it hurt

other sectors of the lending industry, specifically commercial lending. This meant that as investors

rushed to buy up mortgage-backed securities, banks had more incentive to originate risky

mortgages. When banks only have limited funds to allocate, it leaves less money for additional

sectors (The Downside of QE, 2020).

An important role of the Fed is maintaining interest rates that encourage and support

consumers and businesses’ ability to take out loans that help encourage economic growth. In 2005,

interest rates were around 4.25% and reached 5.25% months later (Ashworth, 2020). By the time

of the 2008 recession interest rates hovered around 5.25% (Winck, 2020). During economic

turmoil, when financial markets became unstable and banks needed to increase lending, the Fed

stepped in and adjusted rates. When rates were cut during the COVID-19 crisis there was an

expectation for increased demand, but the response from consumers and businesses were not as

robust as expected (The Downside of QE, 2020).

During the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, interest rates were already relatively low

(Winck, 2020). Consumers in the 2008 financial crisis turned to their home equity to sustain

themselves during the recession. In 2006, specifically, homeowners cashed out $320 billion

through refinancing. This trend persisted in 2020 with many consumers refinancing. Borrowers

typically use cash-out refinancing when interest rates fall to near rock bottom, which is

predominantly used to refinance or eradicate other consumer debt. The goal of QE to release cash

into the markets worked in 2008 and 2020, but consumers largely used the lower interest rate

funds to pay off pre-existing debt rather than finance new purchases (Scott, 2020).

Quantitative easing certainly increases liquidity for banks so consumers have the option to

cash out and refinance at lower interest rates, but defaults remain largely unchanged during

economic recessions. According to the Mortgage Bankers Association, in the third quarter of 2020,

nearly 6 million people missed their mortgage or rent payments (DeSanctis, 2020). These figures

are comparable to those in 2007 where the MBS reported 0.78 of mortgages in the third quarter
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were overdue, which was up from 0.32 a year earlier (Isidore, 2007). This contrast between the two

periods is relatively similar. However, the policies do differ as the Fed was more focused on buying

treasuries through the 2020 pandemic, as opposed to mortgage-backed securities in 2008. Efforts

in both periods helped the mortgage market but failed to mitigate personal financial instability.

Shortcomings of Federal Reserve Policy
The spending by the Fed in 2020 certainly has been the largest in history and does not appear to

be slowing down. As some critics remain skeptical of the Fed's policy, it is apparent the Fed is

operating under the same guiding principles in preventing economic depression and instability as in

2007-2009. While those involved remain committed to staving off further damage to the economy,

the costs seem to be more than astronomical. The Financial Times reported that the national debt

surpassed 100% of GDP for the first time since WWII. National debt is not always bad, but

lawmakers and American citizens have increasingly been calling for accountability in government

spending. The efforts of QE often disproportionately affect those not in the top 1% and tend to have

adverse effects on the bottom half of America's population, many of whom own no stocks, bonds,

or even homes (Luce, 2021).

In the world of limitless money these policies may work fine, but as the government

continues to spend at record levels lawmakers may see less money available for things such as

direct stimulus payments, unemployment, and increased spending in the future. Research has also

shown that this countercyclical policy initiative by the Fed is starting to restrict the flow of credit into

the market. Under the CARES Act the Treasury Department issued about $2 trillion in new debt,

although the Fed continues to buy this debt in record amounts. The Fed has not taken much action

to lend funds while they have been buying up securities to the tune of $80 billion a month. This

original issue of collateral to the markets occurred when the Treasury issued collateral for the

damaged credit markets to fund the $2 trillion dollar CARES Act. This action provided more liquidity

and the stock market was booming. However, the continued purchase of Treasuries poses a threat

to the lending markets as much of those Treasuries are being purchased by the Fed (Kessler,

2021).

QE continues to boost investment, but the implications of future inflation are mixed. From

2009 to 2015 the Fed's QE boosted output by an expected 1.2% and raised investment 9% (Boehl

et. al, 2020). Experts worried that inflation during this period would be sky-high, although it

remained relatively flat. It is expected that a similar trend will follow the 2020-2021 QE measures,

but inflation remains an unknown as past experiences are not always indicative of the future. Some

are concerned about stagnation, the lack of inflation, while others worry about too much inflation.
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QE can prove to provide volatile inflationary periods if improper controls are not implemented.

However, at the current rate, it is believed that if inflation remains at the same rate as in 2010, it will

reach around 2% in February 2021 (Cox, 2020). This seems optimistic as the current rate in

January sat at 1.2%, thus calls for overly worrisome inflation projections seem largely

unsubstantiated.

Lastly, the effectiveness of the high levels of QE are not accepted by all economists.

Primarily economists who follow the Modern Money Theory (MMT) school of thought believe with a

financial crisis or instability there may not be creditworthy consumers or institutions that want to

borrow. If consumers have lost income stability they likely do not want to borrow and businesses

may not have the ability to borrow due to lost income. There is also the concern about yields with

those who are reliant on interest income for retirement. When the Fed employs QE and reduces

interest rates, it in turn lowers returns on money market and certificate accounts. Concerns about

QE are shared amongst economists and declines in lending and interest rate yields pose to be

issues for those involved. The lack of credit worth borrowers is likely one of the larger issues,

especially because with increased liquidity banks look for a way to use the liquidity within the

lending market (Mitchell et. al, 367).

Conclusion
The economic crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic challenged the Federal Reserve and

Congress to come up with solutions to a unique crisis. Quantitative easing, which has been used to

address previous financial instability, was a major policy applied in 2020. While the Fed pursued

enormous spending action to address the COVID-19 pandemic economic crisis, they were limited

in their ability to substantially decrease already low interest rates. Thus, the Fed's impact on the

lending and financial markets were limited. The restricted flow of credit in the markets and the

purchasing of massive amounts of treasuries has led to mixed reviews of QE policy. Confusion

persists about future inflation rates and when, or if, to raise interest rates. The QE ushered in by

the Fed primarily helped homeowners and those who own investments. Quantitative easing is

certainly not a perfect approach to maintaining financial stability. As in 2008 and 2020, it can be

argued that too many dollars flow to programs and institutions that represent only a fraction of the

affected population, thus leaving the majority of the population still scrambling to make ends meet.
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